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Work on Withers
starts in January

BYCORRCFREI
NEWS WRITER

Plans for the reconstruction ofthe auditorium and gymnasium of Withers Education
building into modern state-ofthe-art student facilities will
begin in January of 1995.
"Everything is moving
right along," Bill Culp, assistant vice president of renovations said. These plans will be
a definite improvement to the
facilities."
The architects were hired
recently for the reconstruction.
The previous renovations
to Withers several years ago
left many things still needing
improvements. All plans for
the new facility in Withers are
centered to bringing them up
to modern code standards.
PHOTO BY LAURA CASTLE
The auditorium's renovations will consist of two new
renovatkms to thsbuHding wilt not offset tholdndsivartsn modernjtlemanh incorporated
at ad; Insteadrenovationswill offset ths gymnasium.

International Week
includes food, films
and presentations

BVGORNEFREI
NEWS WRITER

The annual Winthrop International Week will bring the
rest of the world closer to campus Nov.21-18.
"The main purpose of International Week is to heighten
student awareness of cultures
mi campus and to give students
the chance to see all of them,"
said Matt Honeycutt, graduate associate for student development "We feel thatfayhaving students from other countries give presentations, we can
make awareness out of the
classroom. It also adds to the
social aspect by letting students
get to know international students."
International Week is
sponsored by the Winthrop International Club, which is an
organisation dedicated to
heightening cultural awareness on campus and within the
community of Rode Hill.
Student Development is
hoping to get feedback out of
InternationalWeek, since they
are planning many improvements for next year's event
"We want to know what
students need and how they
want it done. Hopefully after
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neously.
Along with this, students
will be able to cany on conversations and take part in classes
from anywhere.
This system of communication is already being used in
Thurmond.
T h e possibilities for this
system are endless," Powell
said. T h e true beauty of this
system is thai it will enhance
the educational opportunities
for the students here at Winthrop. While on this campus,
we can bring the world closer
to us. This is very, very exciting."
The gymnasium will be
renovated to provide a multipurpose facility. Alloftheplans
are state-of-the-art
The reconstruction will
start in January and will continue over a period of about 18
PLEASE SEE WITHERS, PACE 5

Republicans take State
GOVERNOR

Theodore
BeasUy

PLEASE SEE
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ON PAGE 12
this week we can sit down and
begin making changes for next
year," Honeycutt said. The
week kicks off on Saturday,
Nov. 12 with the Cruz Trio, a
Latin music group which is
ponsored by Dinkins Student
Union.
On Sunday, Nov. 13 the
Japanese film "Yojimbo" will
be shown- in Kinard Auditorium at 2 and 7 p.m. and the
Internationa] Women's Film
Festival continues their showing of films with "The Cosmic
Eye" shown at 3 p.m. at the
Museum of York County and
again Monday, Nov. 14 in Kinard Auditorium at 7pjn. Also
<» Monday, Dr. Sue Smith and
ErikaParara will deliver a lecture on "Education in the Bahamas" as they share their experience of learning on the islands.
"Tours of Cuba and Roma-

into the auditorium.
"This will provide us with
a state-of-the-art student
learning center," said Dr. Thomas Powell, dean of education.
The auditorium will include satellite teleconferencing with satellite down-link.
The new teleconferencing
will eventually allow a person
to receive messages via satellite from around the
globe.
Eventually, the system will
be able to up-link as well, which
will allow broadcasting out of
Winthrop as well as receiving
from other sites.
Interactive video is the
other improvement to be added
to the auditorium.
By using the interactive
video system, students will be
able to take classes at Winthrop which are being taught
at other colleges in another part
of South Carolina simulta-

Republican
David BEASLEY—winner
Democrat
Nigk THEODORE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

Patterson
Peeler

Democrat
Liz PATTERSON
Republican
Bob PEELER—winner
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Republican
Larry BIGHAM
Democrat
John SPRATT-winner
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Action For Food
to raise awareness
about the homeless

Visual aid

BY JUUANNE GUZMAN
NEWS WRITER

PHOTO BY REGGIE BARTON

Lili Bezner spoke about the controversial Photo League on
Thursday, Nov. 2.

QSeniors

fossibijities
These are just a few of the many programs Career Services oilers:
• Bookbag to Briefcase
• On/OIT campus recruiting
• Job Hotline (323-2375)
• 12,000 Job Listings

Action For Food is sponsoring an activity called
"Home Sweet Homeless" in an
attempt to bring the problem
of homelessness to the attention of the campus and community.
This is the 5th year that
"Home Sweet Homeless" has
been done at Winthrop University and the 4th year Action
for Food has participated in it.
According to Heather
Davis, a member of Action for
Food, the group is a student
organization that works with
other hunger relief organizations, such as Oxfam America.
"Home Sweet Homeless" is
scheduled to take place during
a 24-hour period beginning at
3 p.m. on Nov. 21. The members ofAction for Food will build
a small town of cardboard boxes
on the lawn ofDinkins Student
Center and spend the night
there. There are about 15 members of Action for Food.
The participants will not
go back to their rooms or take
showers. They will wear a lot
of clothes to stay warm and get
food from Dinkins.
"Our purpose is basically
three-fold. One is to raise
money for Pilgrims Inn. The
second purpose is to raise
community awareness of
homelessness in Rock Hill. The
third purpose is to give students some awareness of what
it is like to be homeless,"
Heather Heusinger, president
of Action for Food, said.
There will be a worship
service sponsoredby theUnited
Methodist and Presbyterian
student groups. Some children
from the Pilgrims Inn homeless shelter will be invited.
On Monday, Nov. 21, the
members will be collecting
money along Oakland Avenue.
The money will be donated to
Pilgrims Inn . Action for Food
raised $1100 last year.

"Our purpose is
three-fold. One is
to raise money for
Pilgrims Inn.
The second is to
raise awareness
of homelessness
in Rock Hill. The
third is to give
students some
awareness of
what it is like to
be homeless."
-Heather
Heusinger
Action For Food is also
sponsoring Oxfam Fast. On
Nov. 14-15, students can sign
up for the Oxfam Fast at
Thomson cafeteria, Dinkins
Snack Bar and the Winthrop
Lodge cafeteria.
Oxfam is a hunger prevention group that helps people in
the United States and worldwide. They teach people in
need how to grow their own
food and dig wells for water.
Students can give up their
dinner meal on Wednesday,
Nov. 16. The hours for sign-up
will be from 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. and 5 to 7 p.m. on both
days.
Winthrop Dining Services
will donate the money to Oxfam

America.

On Tuesday, Nov. 15, there
will be an informational meeting for Action for Food in Dinkins room 220.
Action for Food meets on
Mondays at 1 p.m. at the Presbyterian House on Stewart Ave.

1994-95 Tatler

• Career Panels (FEB. 95)
• Directories listing 1000s of employers
• Score Mentors

• Education Career Fair
• Disc Resume

We will be in Thurmond November 14 and 15
answering any questions you may have.
Don't miss it!

CareerServices
Division ot Student Life

323-2141
638 Oakland Ave.

N EWS IN A MINUTE

Archive associates
selected to serve
Winthrop Archives has
selected three Winthrop faculty members to serve as Senior Research Associates for
the Archival Department.
Faculty selected are Dr. April
Gordon of the Sociology Department, Dr. Terry Norton
ofthe Education Department
and Dr. Edward Lee of the
History Department.
Their terms of service extendfromJanuary 1,1995to
December 31,1997.
The Senior Research Associates will form part of a
think tank that will serve,
advise and assist the Archives in its intellectual and
administrative development
The three associates will be
responsible for conducting
presentations and seminars
under the aegis of the Winthrop Archives as well as be
available for consultations
with regard to the
department's programming
and collection development.
The Archives selected
Gordon, Norton and Lee to
serve based on their outstanding past support and
contribution to the Winthrop
Archives. The three scholars have collaborated with
the Archives in the areas of
scholarly publishing, outreach and instructional improvement.
The Winthrop Archives,
which operates with two iull
-time assistants and a handful of students assistants, is
a noted southern archives
with a collection of over two
million items and an instructional program that teaches
thousands ofpatrons at Winthrop and the community,
"If the Dacus Library is
the heart of the institution
then the Archives is the pulse
of the library," said Norton.
The Dacus Library has an
outstanding Archives pro
gram. I am proud to be a
part of its development"
For further information,
contact the Winthrop Ar
chives at the Dacus Library.

PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST

The Johnsonian is published weekly
during the school year by Winthrop
Universliystudents forWinfhrop University
students, faculty, stal and alumni.
Unsigned editorials reflect the
opinions of the editorial staff. The opinions
expressed do not necessarily reflect those
of the administration, faculty, staff or

The Tatler is looking for
photographs of Winthrop students
during their Summer and Fall
Breaks to be put into the
upcoming yearbook.

Signed columns and cartoons reflect
the opinions of the author and do not
necessarily represent the views of The
Johnsonian staff.
The university logo appearing on
page one is the property of Winthrop
University and its use is not intended to
identify The Johnsonian as an official
publication of the university.
The Johnsonian welcomes letters to
the editor concerning any lopic, Winfriropretated or not Letters must be received
by noon Friday before publication. The
editor reserves therightlo edit letters.
Letters longer than 250 word may not be
printed. AH letters must be typed and
must includetfieauthor'sname,signature
and phone number. The Johnsonian has
therightto withhold names if there is a
chance of undue hostility to the author.
Letters to the editor are not necessarily
the opinion of The Johnsonian.
Advertising and subscription rates
are available upon request. Our office is
located in Bancroft basement.
Our address is:
The Johnsonian
Winthrop P.O. Box 6800
Rock Hill. S.C. 29733
(803)323-3419
Ad/Fax line: (803):

PRIZES INCLUDE
1 s t - A FREE Tatler
2nd - $10 off of your Tatler
3rd - $5 off of your Tatler
All winning photographs will be in The
Tatler.
Bring entries to the Tatler office in the
basement of Bancroft.
Everyone is welcome to enter.
DEADLINE - Nov. 23
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the NEW TACO BELL RESTAURANT at
1771 HECKLE BLVD., ROCK HILL
BUY ONE

SOFT
TACO

GET ONE

$ 1 OFF

ANY

FREE!

Limil une nffcr p*r penon per visit. Not valid with
any other offer. Offer ecpiro 12/ltm Oder food
unly a) Ihe TACO BEU.® Restaurant al 1771 Heckle
Blvd. Roc I. Hill. Cashredemptionvalue is I/20th
cenl. Voidi
O IWJ TACO BELL CORP

SMALL DRINK

FREE WITH PURCHASE OF

ANY BliRRITO

AFTER 4PM

Limit one offer per person per visit. Not valid with any
other offer. Offer eipires 12/IUWI. Offer paid only at
•** TACO BELL® Restaurant at 1771 Heckle Blvd.. Rock
Hill. Cashredemptionvalue i\ ICOth cent.
Void where pmtaMcd
O IW4 TACO BEU. CORP

Limn one offer per person per visit. Nu valid with
any other tiller. Offer expires I2/KW4. Offer paid
only at the TACO BE1 J.® Restaurant at 1771
Heckle Blvd. Rock Hill. C*h;
l/2Mhcent. Void where pn»
O I Wl TACO BELL CORP.
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Hungarian teachers
experience Winthrop

Bladin'

Educators tour U.S. school system
BY J U U A N N E G U Z M A N

NEWS WRITER

Two teachers from Hungary visited Winthrop Oct. 31
to observe the American school
system.
Maria
Kofler from
Budapest and Szarvas Adamne
from Chazar were among 24
teachers from Hungary that
visited the United States to
see American schools. The educators were sponsored by the
National Council of Teachers
of English and the South Carolina Council of Teachers of
English.
Kofler and Adamne arrived
in the United States on Oct.
24, 1994 in Atlanta, Ga., and theirfirst stop was the University of South Carolina at Spartanburg.
Their second stop was Winthrop.
At Winthrop, they visited
P H O T O BY CHARLES DIXON
McFeat Kindergarten and
Graduate student Victor Climent rollerblades in front of
Nursery, Dacus Library, WinWinthrop Lake with graduate student Coralie Martin. Both
throp Galleries and observed
students are business majors. Climent is from Spain; Martin is a class in Southern Literature.
They also took a tour of camfrom France. Students have been taking advantage of the
pus.
continuing warm Indian Summer days to study, play and
Later that afternoon, a
simply spend time outside. Cold weather is expected shortly.
reception was held in their
honor At the reception, the

teachers met with professors,
mainlyfromthe College ofArts
and Sciences.
Both teachers expressed a
favorable opinion of American
schools.
"We have a very good impression, because the students
are well-behaved and the teachers are well-prepared for teaching," Kofler, an elementary
biology teacher, said.
"What I enjoyed very much
is how open people are,"
Adamne, a secondary English
teacher, said. "They share
their experiences with us
and give us information
about education and eveiyday
life."
Kofler also said that she
was glad to be able to observe
the system from kindergarten
to the university level.
While in Rock Hill they visited North western High School
and Mt. Gallant Elementary
School.
Dr. Joye Berman, professor of English, said that the
two teachers wanted to "find
out what we do to prepare our
students for the competitive
world."
Adamne thought it was
beneficial to have guidance

ASTERCARD ACTS
k

an

departments in high schools to
deal with the students' interests and the positive effect of
group activities in the classroom.
Berman also stated that
Kofler and Adamne were interested in learning English
from Americans.
They both teach English
and American culture to elementary-age and older children.
In Hungary, parents want
their children to learn English.
"Everyone who can speak a
little English has to learn as
much as they can," Kofler said.
English and German are
the most common second lanChildren start school in
Hungary in the 1st grade at 6
years old until the 8th grade at
14 years old. In the two years
following the completion of
school, the students have to
learn a practical job skill.
At the age of 16, a test is
given in the areas of grammar,
literature and mathematics to
determine if they are the expected level.
The last week of their stay
in the United States will be
spent in Columbia.
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Students, faculty express concern
over cost of books at Bookworm
BY CORRIE FREI
AND JUUANNE GUZMAN
NEWS WRITERS

Since the Winthrop Shoppe
and the Bookstore have been
relocated to the Bookworm
there has been much reaction
throughout campus due to the
move.
"I have needed to go three
times to the Bookworm, but it
is just too far," said Tanya
Lighty, a sophomore. "I think
it is really bad for [Winthrop
Shoppe and Bookstore] to have
moved. It's a waste of space in
Dinkins, since no extra spaco
for dining is needed."
"I think it was wrong because they didn't ask our opinion and for those without cars
it will be a pain carrying books
home," sophomore Grace
Simmons said.
There are many reasons
why students dislike the
administration's decision to
move the two campus stores
into the Bookworm.
They do not like the distance from campus to the new
store. The Bookworm is located one half mile from Wofford and one milefromthe Winthrop Lodge. Depending on
the residence hall, some students will have a longer way to
travel when going to purchase
textbooks and supplies.
Distance is a relative issue. I consider [the Bookworm]
now apartof campus," said Dr.
Frank Ardaiolo, vice president
for student life.
"Walking-distance may be
an extra minute or two, but it
is basically the same as walking from WofFord to the Bookworm as walking to WofFord to
Dinkins," said Jay Karen,
president of the student government association.
One of the main concerns

of students is the prices of
books and the sell-back prices.
Follett College Stores and
Winthrop University have a
contract regarding textbook
prices. The contract says the
bookstore can only charge the
publisher's list prices for books.
Dr. James Casada, professor of history, holds a viewpoint which is sympathetic
with students. Casada is
closely connected with two outfits in the business of publishing high-quality books.
According to Casada, hardcover books of highest quality
can be printed in a quantity of
3000 with 260 pages for a cost
of $13-15. This could include
full leather binding, handstitched binding, marbled end
paper, all edged gild ,300-yearacid-free paper, ribbon markers and illustrations.
Paperback books, through
the whole publishing process,
end up only costing $5 per book.
Textbooks are published in
quantities of tens of thousands.
"The higher the press run,
the lower the cost per unit,"
Casada said.

Casada is an editor of three
books from the University of
South Carolina Press. The
hardback versions were sold
for $25.
He believes there is virtually no resale value for textbooks, and students are "prisoners of the market" because
there is no competition. He
said their only alternative for
sell-backs is to sell their books
to other students.
"If I could be assured that
all the profit being realized
through the retail level was
going into scholarships, I world
be much more comfortable with
the current situation," Casada
said. "I don't know where the
money is going, but someone is
making a killing."
Another part of the contract between Follett and the
University states the sell-back
prices of textbooks will be
bought back from students at
50 percent of the publishers
price as long as it is in good
condition and will be used the
next semester. If the book will
not be used or is going to be
' replaced, stores will use a standard wholesale buying guide.
Although many students
have negative beliefs about the
situation, there are some positive benefits to the collaboration with the Bookworm.
The Bookworm will increase the revenue for scholarships from a $1.2 million revenue operation to a $2.7 million revenue operation. Winthrop receives eight percent of
all profits madefromthe Bookworm.
"Economically it is a benefit," Karen said. "Overall, I
don't personally think there is
too much to complain about.
All the open space in Dinkins is
a benefit because we don'thave
to pay for it."

Court will be held on the main
floor of Dinkins from 1-3 p.m.
on Thursday, Nov. 17, with food
from different countries prepared by Winthrop Food Services and served by students.
To wrap-up International
Week, the Australian Comic
Folk Duo Scared Little Guys,
sponsored by Dinkins Students
Union will host the Second
Annual All Campus Talent
Show on Friday, Nov. 18 at 8
p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
Some changesfor next year
include shortening the time
allowed and putting more activities into it so the activities
are not so spread out, making
it more social and less lecture

so people can socialize and talk,
and bringing in clubs out of
Charlotte and the community
of Rock Hill. This year the
events of the week were opened
to Rock Hill, but the community decidednot to be involved.
"We hope students will take
advantage and come out to the
events. We need feedback on
what they like. We are looking
to make changes for next year,
and need information to make
good changes," Honeycutt said.
"If half of what you learn is
outside of class, its in the cafeteria and residencehalls. Our
goal is to give students another
opportunity to sit down and
talk with one another."

"I don't know
where the
money is going,
but someone is
making a
killing."
—Dr. James
Casada

WEEK
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

nia" will take place on Tuesday, Nov. 15. A lecture and
slideshow will be delivered on
Cuba by Ron Chepesiuk at 7
p.m., and Romania by Skip
Duncan at 8 p.m. in Dinkins.
The International Student
Forum will be held on Wednesday, Nov. 16, and is an approved cultural event It will
feature 5-6 students who will
discuss and share what it is
like to live in their country and
the effect pop-culture on their
way of life.
"Out of all the events during the week, I believe this will
be our biggest draw,"
Honeycutt said.
The International Food

WITHERS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

months. This is due to the
electrical and heatingconstruction that needs to be done.
The gym will be enlarged a
little bit. A newfrontdoor area
will be added.
T h e renovations for the
gym will provide a better space
for the students on campus,"
Powell said. There is only one
large gym, so space will be limited. The gym will be used
mostly for recreational purposes, such as dances."

SGA
would like to encourage
students to come out to
Senate meetings at 8 p.m.
on Monday nights in
Dinkins Auditorium.

POLICE BEAT
POLICE BEAT is a column featured through the collaborator
of the Winthrop University Police Department and The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide Winthrop
students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime and
criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the sur
rounding community.
10-23-94 Reckless Driving
Officers observed a subject running to his vehicle. Subject
got into his car and proceeded to spin his car tires and take
off at a high rate of speed. Subject then ignored a stop sign
at Ebenezer and Saluda street and continued on Ebenezer at
a high rate of speed. Blue lights were activated after subject
ignored first stop sign. Subject continued moving and
ignored a second stop sign at Ebenezer and Barnwell.
Subject continued almost to the to the end of Barnwell before
stopping for officers. Subject charged with reckless driving.
10-28-94 Petty Larceny
Sometime between 5 p.m. Oct. 28 and 9 a.m. Oct. 31, a
video cassette recorder was stolen from room 126 in
McLaurin. The slide library needs three keys for access to
the room. The only people with keys are faculty and one
graduate assistant. There are no signs of forced entry. Still
under investigation.
10-28-94 Petty Larceny
Victim stated that between Oct. 2e A 5 p.m. and Nov. 1 at
11:01 a.m., person(s) entered 104 Margaret Nance and took
two tapes from his answering machine. Victim stated the
door was locked when he left and locked when he returned.
10-31-94 Vandalism
Victims stated they left their car in the Winthrop Lodge
parking lot between 11 p.m. Oct. 31 and 9:45 a.m. Nov. 1.
When the victims returned to the car, the left rear window had
been broken out.
11-1-94 Petty larceny
Victim stated he left his residence hall room and went to play
basketball. When the victim returned, the gold watch he had
left on his desk was gone. Victim stated that he suspects his
roommate took it because the door was locked when he left
and when he returned. Victim stated that his roommate's
watch was missing for several weeks and during a search of
the room, the victim found it. However, when it first
disappeared, neither one of them could find it and the victim
feels as though his roommate thinks he took it. Therefore,
the victim believes his roommate took his in return.
11-3-94 DUS 2nd, marijuana possession 1st and driving
the wrong way
Officers observed a car make an illegal left turn from
Ebenezer onto Barnwell. Subject caused approaching traffic
to travel thought the parking lanes in order to avoid him. One
officer got into to the car and began to give chase when the
vehicle made a u-turn. Subject was stopped via blue light, at
which time the subject was asked for his license. Subject, a
non-student, gave a fake name and birthdate and said that
he had left his license at home. The subject was asked to
step to rear of the car because the officers had observed the
subject put something in the console as the officers had
approached. While one officer questioned the subject, the
other searched the console and recovered two small bags of
marijuana. Officer recovered a photo identification from York
Tech which matched the subject. The subject was placed
under arrest for driving the wrong way and for first
possession of marijuana. During a license check, it was
discovered that the subject had been previously convicted of
driving under suspension and the subject was charged with
DUS 2nd.

Tony's
Pizza
"Ran By Real Ifali

Pres h r a W t ; , CcJtoa

10" One
Topping
Pizza $4.99
Free Delivery
Winthrop Students only
$5 minimum.

2 Locations Serving You:
South Cherry Rd.
Herlong Aven ue
366*6777
328-2727
^
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THE
FLIPSIDE
by Jeff
Sartini
Elliott Arnold
Business Manager

Sam Mosher
Fine Arts Editor

Carrie Armstrong
Copy Editor

Julie Kader
Circulation Manager

Winner of the South Carolina
Press Association third-place award for Best
Overall Publication 1993 for colleges with
enrollment over 5,000. Second and third-place winner for Best
Editorial Cartoon. Also, the first-place winner Best Page
Layout and Design 1993for the third consecutive year.
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TRUTH

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Student voter urges
others to take a stand
many white South Carolinians it right?

According to the Nov. 2 issue of The Johnsonian, David
Beasley is for keeping the flag
flying above the Statehouse.
Beasley is subtly playing on a
dangerous racial game that can
divide this state into greater
factions. But at least I know
where he stands.
Bob Peeler wants the voters to decide—what ajoke! Has
he ever heard of the tyranny of
the majority? There are too

who believe the flag should
stay. Mr. Peeler took a gutless
position.
Bessie Moody-Lawrence
believes that the decision
should be left to the courts.
Take a stand!! How do you
feel? It was court of law that
initially freed the white officers that beat Rodney King. If
the courts decide that the flag
should remain, will that make

I can respect Charles Park
because he is not afraid to take
a stand.
He has made it clear that
he's for a racist symbol. David
Beasley has made it clear that
he's also for a racist symbol. I
wish that those who are truly
interested in eradicating racism will take a stand, instead
of sitting on the fence.
Thomas J. Simuel

Dear Editor
I am an athlete here at
Winthrop, and I have something to gripe about—the Carolina Panthers being allowed to
"renovate" the Coliseum so
they can use it.
But wait! They aie supposed to bring recognition to
the school and help out the
athletic program, right?
WRONG! Winthrop made a
big mistake letting the Pan-

thers use our facilities. Winthrop athletic facilities are for
WINTHROP students and athletes. Instead, Winthrop athletes are getting the shaft!
For example, the cross
country team lost its locker
room and the assistant soccer
coach lost his office so the Panthers could have a training
room. Three racquetball courts
have gone for a film room and
meeting rooms. "The Cave,"

where all of the batting cages
for baseball and Softball were
located, is now a bunch of offices. This is renovation? Also,
if you have been out by the
athleticfieldslately,youmight
have noticed some orange fencing. The Panthers are putting
in a new field up there that, of
course, no student or athlete
can use. Why would Winthrop
let this happen? Winthrop
wants to help its athletics by

hundreds of years ago. That's
how.
Look, I admit it's not fair
that blacks were brought here
unwillingly. But we can't go
back in history and change it,
now can we? Believe it or not,
blacks can succeed!
According to University of
Chicago sociologist William
Julius Wilson, 67 percent of
the 29 million blacks in the
United States are uppermiddle and middle class. Only

about 33 percent are classified
as "poor." This proves that the
"MAN" isn't keeping anyone
down.
This is America. This our
(all of our) history. Learn it.
Love it...or call me and 111 buy
you a one-way ticket to Canada.

FLIP

Winthrop athlete feels Panthers are intruding on space

taking away facilitiesfromits
athletes? The logic does not
seem to be there! The school is
actually helping the Panthers
out at the athletes' expense.
I do have one idea as to
why this is happening. I think
that someone high up in the
athletic department is benefiting personally from the Panthers. The athletes sure aren't!
Tony Payne
Cross country athlete

Orientation assistant reflects on her positive experiences
Dear Editor,
I know it seems early to be
thinking about next summer's
plans, but I want to encourage
you to do just that. You have
probably seen theflyersaround
campus or received a letter for
the recruitment of Orientation
'95 staff. I encourage you to
take the challenge and apply
to be an Orientation Assistant
for next summer.

Orientation has given me
the opportunity to grow into a
stronger, more confident person. When I applied, I wasn't
sure that I had what takes to
be an OA, but I did it. Now,
this is the third year that I
have worked with Orientation,
and I have to say that it has
been one ofthe most rewarding
experiences I've had at Winthrop.

So ifyouhave ever thought
for even one second that you
would like to be an OA, I truly
hope that you will apply. And
I guarantee you that, if you do
become an OA, you will have
the time of your life. You will
work veiy hard. You will grow
as a student and as a person.
You will made some wonderful
friends. And you will make a
difference in someone's life.

Isn't that what college is all
about?
The last chance you have
to pick up an application is this
Friday, Nov. 11 at 2 p.m. in
Dinkins 220. The session will
last about one hour. I hope 111
see you there!
Sincerely,
Lauri Sojourner
Graduate Associate for
Orientation '95
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efits the Religious-Americans,
or People Who Know God's Up
There. Learning about other
religions lets a person better
understand their own beliefs.
It can't hurt to learn about
another culture. The worst that
couldhappen is youmight learn
something. I know, the Ignorant-Americans are shuddering at the thought. But that's
OK There's always our friend
the television for the realityimpaired.
If we had turned away everyone who didn't look, act or
have the same bloodlines our
forepeople had, we wouldn't
have all the cool things we have
today. What would we do without vacuum cleaners, peanut
butter or atomic bombs?
Scratch that last one.
We need to accept other
cultures. We need to learn
from other cultures. We need
to eat at foreign restaurants.
After all, we're all part of
the same world.
And who knows what we
could learn.
A stalactite is the one that
hangs down from the ceiling.

WHAT'S HAPPENING
Announcements must be submitted Thursday before publication by 5 p.m. for inclusion In the following Wednesday paper. Announcements must be
less than 50 words and must Involve events that have not yet occurred. The Johnsonian reserves the right to edit or refuse any announcement on the basis
of clear grammar, content and objectionable information. A contact name ind number must be included. They cannot run for longer than two weeks.
7:30 p.m. in Withers 4th floor, and Construction may be for w e start into the holiday sea
C 'lubs/Actiiitics
This will be the last meeting of you! Learn or update skillsthat son ofThanksgiving, there will
the semester so come and get you can use for a lifetime, be several families and indiwhether you become a profes- viduals that will not have the
•Any Alpha Lambda informed.
•SGA would like to ensional, accomplished seam- opportunity to enjoy a hot meal courage all students to attend
Deltamembergraduatingthis
•AOE presents the play stress or just a casual mender. or to be with their families. If the SGA Senate meetings on
year who has maintained a
3.5 GPR or above is eligible to "Endangered Species" on Sat- This course will enable you to you have any questions about Monday at 8 p.m. in Dinkins
receive an ALD Fellowship. urday, Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. in judge the clothes you purchase his charity effort, ask Brian Auditorium. Come out and
For more information contact Tillman Auditorium. Cost is as well as stretch your clothing Fullmore, Todd Pigford or the voice our opinions.
Jan Smith at 3105 or Dr. Bar- $1 for AOE members and $2 dollar by learning to construct other brothers of the frateryour own clothes.
•Early spring requisibara Heinemann at2231/366- for general admission.
nity.
tions will be due no later than
6542.
•There will be a Society of
•The MuXI chapter of Al- Nov. 14,1994. Any organizaResidence
•American College of
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. tions needing funds from
Journalists meetHealthcare Executives and Professional
life
ing on Thursday, Nov. 10 at
will like to welcome our new January to Feb. 15, please
American
College
of 6:30 p.m. in 222 Johnson. Jeff
The Illustri- turn a requisition in before
•The Resident Students' sororsofFall'94.
Healthcare Administrators Zehr, from the Spartanburg
ous SEVEN Eleven Skee Wee,
would like to invite everyone Herald- Journal, will speak on Association has a new meeting Sorors! Tamia Lowe, Gabriel this date so that we can acto our Healthcare Forum on career opportunities in publi- time on Mondays at 9:30 p.m. Thomas, Claudia Sullivan, commodateyourneeds. Ifyou
in Kinard 115. Come and expe- Kisha Diamond, Joyce Tisaale, will need funds for events tak
Wednesday, Nov. 16, \994 at cations design.
7:30 p.m. in McBryde 101.
rience a "voice" for the entire Marshalynn Morgan, Michelle ing place after Feb. 15, then
Business attire please. We
•The council for excep- residence hall student popula- Williams, LaTisha Brownlee, your requisition is not due unare looking forward to seeing tional children will meet Tues- tion and one of the largest stu- LaVonda Russell, Rabiah til Jan. 23. Please make sure
the requisition is typed and
you. This is an approved cul- day, Nov. 15 at 8 p.m. in Din- dent organizations on campus. Fraser, Zantrell Clyburn.
signed by an officer on the line
tural event Linda Carter, vice kins 221. Contact Deborah at
marked "treasurer." If you
president ofPresbyterian Hos- 3357 if you need more informahave
any questions please con•Looking for inexpensive
pital, and other healthcare pro- tion. Everyone is welcome.
Student
tact
Ann McAdams at 327fessionals will be featured.
Come join us andfindout more. entertainment this weekend in
4249 or Tia Durham at 3151.
the comfort ofyour room? Then
development
•The city of York Recrecome to the RSA office in 143
Acadetnic
Student
ation Department is organizW. Thomson on Fridays, Sat•Orientation '95 is curing a women's basketball
departments
urdays or Sundays between rently holdinginformation sespublications
league starting at age 16 and
noon and 5 p.m. For only $1 sions for staffrecruitment. The
•The Anthology is now
up. There will be a meetingon
•Hie Physical Education you may rent a videofromsuch last session is Friday, Nov. 11
Tuesday, Nov. 29,1994 at the and Health departments have titles as "My Girl 2," "Poetic at 2 p.m. in Dinkins 220. This accepting submissions of poetry,
prose, short fiction, esYork Community Center to many new and exciting courses Justice," "House Party 3," is your last chance to apply.
discuss the league in detail. scheduled for spring semester. "Shadowlands," "Philadelphia" This time is differentfromthe says, line art, photography
def 1 ' ne is
Costis$7.50/cityand$12/non- Note that some are scheduled and many more. RSA,theResi- one printed in last week's pa- and drama. The
fV
WPO
city for league play. Please for short terms and some in- dent Students' Association— per. For more information Dec. 7. Sen''
mation
send or come as a representa- volve weekend trips or special for students, for videos, for fun. please contact Tina or Matt at 6875. For n»v.. call 366-3574. Please limit
tive to the meeting if you are events. Courses range in cred4503.
submissions to three per perinterested. Contact Lisa its form one to three hours and
son.
•
Student
Alumni
Council
Carroll for more information most are open to all students
will be having an open house
at 684-3742.
with no prerequisites.
•Faculty and staff are inon Tuesday, Nov. 29 at 8 p.m.
•Phi Beta Sigma Frater- The drop-in will be held in the vited to the holiday publica•Hie Association of Ebo'Have room in your schednites vnu.
noi<]i jits monuuy
will.hold
monthly ule tor
for a practical courser
course? uso,
If so, nity.Inc. is sponsoringanother Alumni Relations office on the tions party on Dec. 1 at 7 p.m.
- - Look for invitations.. .
mass mjtefing on "Nov.^16 at V'Cfifr ^gjl-Cloihiiig Pesigry cann'edfbod"drive-thwyeat;.' As' 3rd floor jn Tillman..
M i
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Men's basketball optimistic about *94-95 season

give the Eagles a boost in scoring and rebounding, averaged
23 points and 16 rebounds as a
senior for Clayton High School.
He also scored a school-record
50 points in a pre-Christmas
tournament last year.
Stemple, who is expected
to challenge Fayed at the point
guard position, averaged 20
points and eight assists per
game as a senior at Washington Irving High School.
McFalls, who averaged 22
points and 10 rebounds, finished his career at Langley
High School with 597 points.
And it's hopeful that Butts
can givethe Eagles some strong
defense, a commodity which
they lacked a year ago. According to Kenney, he is also a very
"explosive-type shooter" who
can hit the 3-pointer.
In addition to the competitive 16-game Big South Conference schedule, Winthrop will
again face one of the nation's
strongest non-conference lineups. The list of opponents includes Wake Forest, Georgia,
Clemson, North CarolinaState,
The Citadel, Central Florida,
Samford, and Florida Atlantic.
The Eaglesfirsthomegame
is an exhibition vs. F t Bragg
AAU at 7 p.m. Saturday at the
Coliseum.

BY JACKIE LOWERY
EMTERTAWMENT EDITOR

Optimism is the key word
for the 1994-95 men's basketball team this season, as four
starters and four other key
players returnfromlast year's
squad.
In addition, a highly-recruited freshmen class is expected to make immediate contributions and put Winthrop
University in a better position
to compete for a Big South Conference title.
Topping the list of returning starters is senior Melvin
Branham, who averaged 16.3
points and a team-high 7.9 rebounds last year and helped
fill the offensive and rebounding void left by the loss of Eddie
Gay and Mark Haileyfromthe
'92-93 team.
Another key returner who
helpedfillthat void was sophomore Steve Napper, a product
PHOTO BY JOEL NICHOLS
out of a renowned Washington
D.C. area high school, who av- The 1994-95 Men's basketball team
eraged 6.6 rebounds last year
while the Academic-All Ameri- raising the program to ahigher from Clayton, Mo.; Jimmy
and set a Big South Confercan Temple led the Eagles in 3- level by givingthe team a more Stemple, a 5-11 point guard
ence record with a 22 rebound
pointfield goal percentage with balanced offensive attack.
from Clarksburg, West Va.;
effort against Maryland-Balti.455 last year.
"We didn't recruit them and Andrew McFalls, 6-7 small formore County. His freshman
Head Coach Dan Kenney bring them in here to have them ward/guardfromLangley, Va.;
season performance earned
is alsohappy to have 6-9 sopho- sit on the bench," said Kenney. and Franklin Butts, a 6-3 guard
him a spot on thefive-manBSC
more, center Todd Lassiter
These freshmen include from Richmond, Va.
All-Rookie team.
back this season after sitting Marcus Laster, a 6-6 forward
Laster, who is expected to
Senior guard LaShawn
out the spring semester in orCoulter, who led the team in
der to concentrate on his acaiw-9S nen'5 BasKetpaii bcneouie
scoring with a 16.9 average and
demics.
became the ninth player in
Three other key returning
FORT BRA66 AAU (EXHBITION)
HOME
7:00
NOV. 12
Winthrop history to reach the
Boca Raton,Fl
7:30
players are 6-3 junior guard/
Florida Atlantic
NOV. 25
Clemson, SC
1,000-point plateau, is expected forward David McMahan, a
Clemson
7:30
Dec. 8
Charleston, SC
7:30
The Citadel
Dec. 6
to pick up where he left off last
strong outside shooter who
QUEENS
COLLEGE
H
O
M
E
2:00
DEC.
11
year. Coulter enters the seahopes good health will allow
Orlando,
F1
Central
Florida
7:30
Dec. 15
son as the Big South's leading
him more court time this seaHOME
7:00
SAMFORD
DEC.
19
active scorer with 1,261 points son, 6-7 sophomore post player
6eorgia
Athens, GA
7:30
Dec. 21
scored in three varsity seasons.
Chad Steele, who saw valuable
Raleigh, NC
1:00
North Carolina State
Jan. 2
Point guard Mike Fayed
Conway, SC
7:30
playing time as afreshmanand
"Coastal Carolina
Jan. 7
and 6-7 three point scoring
"CHARLESTON SOUTHERN
HOME
7:00
JAN. 9
6-2 junior guard Todd Pigford,
Radford,
VA
7:30
"Radford
Jan.
11
threat John Temple joins
who averaged 2.9 points while
HOME
200
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
JAN. 14
Branham and Coulter as memappearing in all 27 games.
*UNC GREENSBORO
HOME
7:00
JAN. 16
bers of the senior class. Fayed,
The Eagles have added four
HOME
7:00
"LIBERTY
JAN. 18
a three-year starter, is nearing
highly-recruitedfreshmenwho
"UNC Asheville
Ashevllle.NC
2:00
Jan. 21
the schooFscareer assist record,
should be very instrumental in
"TOWSON STATE
HOME
7:00
JAN. 26

Catch!

JAN. 28
FEB. 1
FEB. 4
Feb. 6
FEB. 9
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
FEB. 18
Feb. 23
Feb. 25

"MARYLAND-BALTIMORE CO.
"COASTAL CAROLINA
WAKE FOREST
"Charleston Southern
"RADFORD
"UNC Greensboro
"Liberty
"UNC ASHEVILLE(HOMECOMING)
"Towson State
"Maryland-Baltimore Co.

HOME
HOME
HOME
Charleston, SC
HOME
Greensboro, NC
Lynchburg, VA
HOME
Towson, MD
Baltlmore.MD

2:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
7:30
3:00

*Btg South Conference Game

Men face disappointment in BSC tourney
BY SHERRI MTCHELL
SPORTS EDITOR

Flag football teams compete at Peabody. PHOTOBY B R Y A N ! H A Y "

The Winthrop soccer
team's dream of a Big South
Conference Championship and
its first NCAA tournament
birth came to a bitter halt Saturday afternoon as they fell
victim to upset-minded Liberty
University.
The 3-2 overtime loss came
in the semi-finals of the BSC
Tournament, which was held
at UNC-Greensboro.
Big South scoring leader
Andrew Uglehusknocked down
the first goal of the game off of
an assist by senior defender
Gary Baker but Liberty didn't
stay down for long. The Flames
countered with back-to-back
goals to put them ahead 2-1.
With only l^O left in regu-

lation play, Uglehus evened the
score and upped his goal total
fnr A* R«a8on to 18, with an
opportunistic goal after
Liberty's goalkeeper bobbled a
low drive at the top of the box.
Following the goal,
Uglehus was kicked in the head
and Liberty's Anthony
Ogusanyi was ejected for
"sucker punching" midfielder
Andy Lord, forcing the Flames
to finish the game one man
down. Ogusanyi was redcarded
and escorted away by police.
Unfortunately, the Flames
refused to die. Ten minutes
into overtime, Liberty
midfielder Kevin Huffman
scored what proved to be the
winning goal on a corner kick
that deflected off of a defender
into the net.
With the score 3-2, and the

Flames crowding their goal,
Uglehus barely missed tying
the score, when his shot
bounced off of the crossbar.
Liberty went on to the finals but lost to UNC-Greensboro in overtime 3-2.
Editor's note: Seniors Ian
Cardey and Gary Baker were
named to the first-team All Big
South Conference soccer team
Friday. Voted to the second
team were midfielder Andy
Lord, defender Andy Pearson
andmidfielder/foward Andrew
Uglehus.
The junior midfielder
Uglehus who was the BSC's
scoring leader and finished
among the nation's top scorers
in the NCAA Division I ranks
was ommitted from the first
team. Big South coaches voted
on the teams.
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Spotlight athlete of the week

TOUCHING BASE I
•This weekend in women's tennis, Carolina de Freitas
and Sussy Boyanovich competed in the Rolex Southeast '
Region indoor qualifier at the University of South Carolina. t
In the opening round de Freitas defeated Furman's Shannon
Clement 6-2, 6-0. Sussy Boyanovich dropped her opening
match to Maiy Nelson of Louisville 6-2, 0-6, 6-3. In second
round action de Freitas fell to Kristen Pietrucha of Kentucky
7-6,6-3.

Name: E r i n P r a t h e r
Year: J u n i o r
Sport/Position: Volleyball/Setter
Major: Physical Education
Defeating Georgia
State her sophomore year

•Last week the NFL announced that the Carolina Panthers will join the Atlanta Falcons, Los Angeles Rams, New
Orleans Saints and the San Francisco 49ers in the NFC West
Conference.

Interests: Erin e i g o y s p l a y i n g a n d
w a t c h i n g all sports a n d h a n g i n g o u t
with her M e n d s

•Jeff Greene hopes to further his successful season this
weekend at the NCAAIII meet at Furman University. Greene
needs to place in the top five to ensure a spot in the NCAA
National Meet. Greene's main competition will three foreign
runners from LSU, South Florida, and Western Kentucky.

Recreational sports update
Flag football regular season games end on the 15th of
November. The championship will be decided by the first and
second place teams battling it out for the title.
The free throw and three-point-shoot out contest is
here! Sign ups began on November 8th and the deadline is the
18th, so start practicing that jumper!
The Schick Super Hoops three on three tournament
has arrived and sign ups have begun and the deadline is the
11th. The tournament will be played next week and the time
and date is to be announced at a later date. The winning team
from the tournament will go on to play at another university
such as North Carolina State or the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. The winner will play against three
on three champs from the university. The winner ofthe interuniversity games will go on to play at the halftime of an NBA
game against a three on three team from another region. So
get your teams together and go for the NBA.
The six on six volleyball tournament will be played
PHOTO BY LAURA CASTLE sometime this week, date and time to be announced.

Metafile Jaenen spikes against Towson St. during Saturday's game at Peabody.

Volleyball team falls to Towson State
BY SHERRS MITCHELL
SPOHTS EDITOR

The team looked sharp in
game one. They served well,
scrambled for every point,
The Winthrop volleyball COMMUNICATED and even
team played hard but couldn't appeared to be having fun in a
quite get it together as they game that was full of long ralcame up short against Towson lies and "zillions" of sideouts.
State (3-1) Saturday afternoon Melanie Jaehnen served the
in their conference finale at last three points for a 15-13
Peabody Gym.
victory.
The women have proved
The ladies played hard the
over and over again that they next three games but ended up
are capable of defeating any losing. Coach Mark Cooke felt
team, but consistency has been that Towson State outplayed
a problem this season for the his team, but he thinfcg that
young team and Saturday was his girls can get it together for
no different.
the BSC Tournament this

Winthrop Campus
Special
One medium pizza
with one topping

Rico's Pizza
& Subs

Free delivery
Open 5 p.m. until
327-5200
We accept all competitor's coupons.
Breadsticks
.99
Garlic Bread
.99
French Fries
.99
Onion Rings
.99
Hamburger
1.49
Cheeseburger
1.79
Hot Buffalo Wings
6/1.99
BLT
1.75

Garden Salad
1.99
Chef Salad
2.50
Chicken Sandwich
2.49
Hot Subs
4.70
Lasagna
4.99
Spaghetti & Meatballs
4.99
and much more!

weekend with a little "fine tuning."
Freshman setter Penny
George ton, who led the team
with 12 kills, agrees, "I think
we can beat any team in the

BigSouth, we just need to talk Coastal showed the team that
we can come together and win,"
more and move our feet"
Senior Susan Braddock, she said.
The ladies play eighth
who recorded three consecutive blocks on one point is also seeded Liberty at 2 p.m. Friexcited about the upcoming day in the BSC tournament.
The winner will face top-seeded
tournament
"I think our win against UMBC at 4:30.

You can bank
on us!
Earn up to $185 a month by
donating life-saving plasma!
M-TH 6:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI 6:30 A M - 8 PM
SAT 7:30 A M - 6 PM
SUN 9:00 A M - 6 PM
You can "bank" on us in
1994 to provide you
with extra $$$

0 plasma alliance

Visit our friendly,
wm'Tut^atkaHy
become eligible for
$400.00 in cash and

weekly

awarded

"people helping people"

U

P

to

$ 3 0 o n y ° u r first d o n a t i o n
S t a t e ID r e q u i r e d
(704) 333-0335

/ . 1511 Cental Avenue . ,
Charlotte, NC 28205

ENTERTAINMENT
Hround Town
10
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FRIDAY, NOV. 11
• Screen debuts: "Interview with the
Vampire," with Tom Cruise as Anne Rice's
fictional hero; 'The Santa Clause," with
Tim Allen as a dad who mysteriously
grows a beard and belly after delivering
gifts on Christmas Eve.
•Family affair: Bebe and CeCe Winans
perform at Ovens Auditorium.

0

•Classical musican: Calvin Jones brings
his interpretations of classical and popular music to Tillman at 8 p.m. This is an
approved cultural event.

Saturday, Nov. 12
• Guitarist: Edgar Cruz and his trio bring
their instrumental music to Tillman at 8
p.m. This is an approved cultural event.

Stepshows celebrate
heritage and inviduality
BY G.M. BOYKIN
SPECIAL TO THE JOHNSONIAN

Two weeks ago Saturday
at midnight, Peabody Gym was
full of the sound of 14 pairs of
feet stomping in time to a coordinated rhythm which could
be heard along with the fiece
chanting that accompanied
them.
That is, it could be heard if
the crowd wasn't at its loudest,
urgingthe women ofthe Sigma
Sapphires on as they danced,
stomped and sang their way in
and out of the complex formations learned in order to prepare everyone for the main
event: the brothers of Phi Beta
Sigma and their sister sorority, Zeta Phi Beta's, step routine.
And prepared they were.
As the proud Greeks stepped
and shouted, proclaiming to
everyone listening the superiority of their fraternity and
sorority, the captivated audience shouted their approval
and watched for the next
tightly-choreographed move.
During the stepshow, and
for some time afterwards,
people were talking about what
they'd seen. Comments ran
the gamut, from They were
smooth. I wanted to join in," to
"I don't know who they think
they are, they ain't all that," to
"Oh my God! Those girls were
the bomb."

sion left, the purpose had been
served. Everyone who was
there now knew about Phi Beta
Sigma, Zeta Phi Beta, and the
Sapphires, and how well they
stepped.
But, what is stepping?
Stepping is a dance form
that evolved through the centuries. It takes both the spirited chants of African warriors
and the body-slapping hand
gestures used in hamboning,
and combining them with the
chain-gang practice of calling
out to freedom. The result is a
unique, hybrid, athletic event
unlike any other.
Although it has only recently gained media exposure
on a national level through
movies and the syndicated stepcompetition television show
"STOMP!" stepping has long
been a tradition among black
collegiate fraternities and sororities. The reason behind
the rapidly-increasing number
of Greek letter societies participating in this phenomena
lies in the sense of unity and
pride, as well as the spirit of
competition stepping gives
those involved.
This is easily demonstrated
by the large level of crowd participation at most stepshows.
If you haven't yet experienced some type of step-production, then check one out
when the opportunity arises.

GRAPHIC COURTSEY OF G.M. BOYKIN

Rice sets standard for
modern vampire fiction
BY ROBIN FOGLE
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Forget the garlic, crucifixes, wooden stakes andholy
water.
In "Interview with the
Vampire," Anne Rice destroys
all of the popular misconceptions about the walkers of the
night.
The book is the recollection of Louis, a Louisiana
plantation owner who became
a vampire in the prime of his
youth. He tells his story to a
young man in modern-day
San Francisco.
Louis is turned into a
vampire by Lestat, a dashing
blond Frenchman with an unearthly preoccupation with
seducing his victims.
The two eventually move
to a townhouse in New Or-

leans where they make a dying
five-year-old girl named
Claudia their vampiric daughter.
The three own the nighttime streets of New Orleans
and live a wealthy existence off
of Louis'wealth. Besides Louisiana, the vampires also travel
to Europe in their quest to find
other vampires.
The characters are inherently evil but still grapple with
human emotions. Louis battles
the conflict between his love of
human life and his physical
need to kill.
Rice wrote the book in the
mid-seventies after the death
of her young daughter to cancer.
The book set the standard
for today's erotic vampire fiction. The visual imageiy and
European locales leave the

reader starved for more of
Louis, Lestat, and the Theatre des Vampires in Paris.
And Rice gives the reader
more with the rest ofthe Vampire Chronicles.
T h e Vampire Lestat"
gives Lestat's story from his
childhood to his stardom in
the 1980s.The Queen of the
Damned"follows the existence
of vampires from its roots in
Egypt.
T h e Tale of the Body
Thief" tells of Lestat's transference into the body of a mortal. If these are not enough,
Rice is working on her fifth
installment.
As you can see, T h e Interview with the Vampire" is
only the start of the journey
into the lives of the creatures
that have fascinated man for
over 2,000 years.

Weekend begins on musical note
BY JACKIE LOWERY
ENTERTAINMENT ECTOR

DSITs fall semester is comingto an end on a musical note.
Pianist Calvin Jones has
been described as a versatile
musician, blending both aggressive and tranquil themes.
His artistry reflects this
exuberance as his pieces and
interpretations develop slowly
until one is absorbed into the
music.
both
pieces in.

w v w w n v t i m i i r r r H m n r s-.-v t r r t r t

a concert on Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. Jones will
be performing pieces from his
latest commercial release,
"Coming Home," a work which
addresses, in part, the holiday
spirit.
He touches upon classical
themes such as a child coming
down the stairs for his first
Christmas.
Whether Jones is working
an advertisement for Leo
Burnett or commissioned to
compose a sacred piece, his
unique compositions ahif iri-

terpretation of classical and
popular pieces make his concerts come alive.
Tickets for this concert are
$1 with Winthrop I.D. and $2
for the general public. This is
an approved cultural event.
International Week kicks
off Nov. 12 with an encore performance ofclassical Latin guitar by the Edward Cruz Trio in
Tillman Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Cruz developed his craft in
high school rock bands and by
PLAASB SIin WEEKEND, PAGE 11
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Prince delivers twist with music
Prince Rogers Nelson, or
the man with a symbol for a
name, is one of the most innovative musical artists of the
past two decades.
He almost single-handedly
brought rock back to its black
roots and got both black and
white rockin' under his purple
banner.
During the early 1980s,
Prince had released two notso-successful albums ("Prince,"
"For You") and then released
the sexually-intense "Dirty
Mind."
These albums only contained mediocre success, therefore Prince sought concerts as
a source of self-promotion.
Infrontofhis multicultural
crowd, he delivered on every
promise, turning in a show
that brought back the raw
energy of the late 60s and early
70s' black funkadelic performers.
The Rolling Stones saw his
performance and asked Prince
to open their L.A. date. In

COMMENTARY
|CHRISTOPHER

D .

DORRAH

front of this rock n' roll crowd,
Prince was roundly booed.
Yet Prince didn't get discouraged. His willingness culminated in the 1984 release of
the smash hit "Purple Rain"
soundtrack and movie.
With the release ofhis new
album, "Come," Prince makes
his strongest bid for "relevancy" since "Sign O' The
Times" and, surprisingly, he
largely succeeds. Prince said
that he had gone off to search
for the ladder. With "Come"
he's surely found it.
"Come" is supposed to be
the last thing that he recorded
before changing his name to
the she-male symbol. Prince
ditched much ofthe New Power
Generation and, just like the
old days, he recorded much of
the album himself.
Feelings about Prince on

WEEKEND

Bloodkin

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
Bloodkin, a Athens, Georgia band that rocked the The Silver playing six-stringMexican bass sic songs from all styles of
Dollar Saloon with their unique rock and roll flavor with a
with his father in restaurants music, including Latin, pop,
spicy edge of blues.
and at private engagements in international and rock.
his home state of Oklahoma.
The instrumental guitarHe has performed profession- ist records and performs cover
ally since 1978.
tunes only.
Now with three albums to
"I don't write music or
his credit, Cruz will cover clas- sing...ifs a full-time job doing

Band "crashes" onto
local scene with debut
BY CORRIE FREI

N E W S WRITER

Rock Hill rocked with the
sounds of the Athens, Ga.,
band, Bloodkin on Saturday,
Nov. 5.
For two and a half hours,
Bloodkin gave students and
residents a taste oftheir unique
rock and rollflavor,with a spicy
edge ofblues at The Silver Dollar Saloon.
"We're basically a rock and
roll band with our own unique
take on it," said Daniel
Hutchens, lead vocalist of
Bloodkin. "Since rock and roll
came out ofthe blues and country sounds of the Southeast,
we use them all as influences
on our music."
Bloodkin
features
Hutchens, vocals and guitar;
Eric Carter, backing vocals and
guitar; Chris Barrineau, bass;
and Jack Dawson, drums.
The band has just finished
their first LP, "Good Luck
Charm" on Back Door Records.
It was released on Sept.
1st in Southeastern record
stores, and is being sold
through the mail in conjunction with an 800 number.
Bloodkin began their set
with "You're Gonna Die Tomorrow," a gospel-like tune
with a hard rock edge. With
lyrics like "If you're gonna die
tomorrow/what are you gonna
do today" and a pounding beat
over smooth guitar riffs, the
opening song set the tone for
the rest of the evening.
The band continued their
rocking pace with songs such
as "Success Yourself," "# 1 Good
Luck Charm" and "Can't Get
High," aU of which are from

the Winthrop campus vary from
his being called a genius to his
being considered a "strange
little man."
Raquel Lance, a senior, said
"He is all right, but he goes on
a far extreme. I ain't got no love
for him."
This is the feeling of many
students.
However, some saw him in
a different light
Sharica Kilgore, a freshman, felt that he is one of the
greatest of all time. "I have
always eryoyed his music and
would just die if I saw him,"
said Kilgore.
Many ofthe students found
his clothing to be the most outrageous thing about him and
thought that maybe he gotten a
little too "freaky" at times.
Unfortunately, Prince can't
avoid some ofhis R-rated-ness
and take-it-all-off silliness.
But with the release ofhis
latestalbum, Prince provesthat
he can still rock the house, as
he has done in the past.

their newly-released album.
With the rough yet mesmerizing vocals of Hutchens
mixed with driving beats and
smooth guitar tones, each and
every song was a positive experience.
"We named ourselves
Bloodkin because it was just a
phrase that we liked,"
Hutchens said. "Eric and I
have known each other since
we were eight, and we've been
playing together since we were
12. I guess that's where the
family idea came about."
Bloodkin has been traveling since the release of their
album, and have been stopping
at all of the mtyor college cities
in the Southeast. This was
their first time in Rock Hill.
"We are basically trying to
build a base for ourselves by
concentrating on the Southeast Gradually we'll widen
the circle, first out West and
then to the North," Hutchens
said.
Hutchens is a well-known
songwriter who has written
many songs recorded by the
band Widespread Panic. *^an't
Get High," is one ofthese songs,
and has been recorded by
Bloodkin on their current release.
"Our major influence has
come from the Rolling Stones,
early Pretenders and Soul Asylum; all the raunchy two-guitar bands who still have integrity with the songs they write,"
Hutchens said.
Bloodkin's first single,
titled "Privilege," is being
pushed on radio stations. "Good
Luck Charm" will soon be out
in music stores throughput the
cquntiy.''

cover tunes," Cruz said. T m a
terrible sight reader but I
memorize well, depending on
how easy or hard the music is."
Admission to this evening
of music is $2 with a Winthrop
I.D., $5 without This is an approved cultural event.

CAMPUS SPECIALS
LARGE
ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA
ANY 6" SUB

LARGE ONE-TOPPING
PIZZA PLUS NEW 10 PIECE
BUFFALO WINGS

PLUS TAX

Subs: ZZesty Meatball, Philly Cheese Steak. Turkey
8. Cheese,Ham & Cheese, Club Sub. and Vegi Sub
on Oven-Baked Bread
Minimum deSvery order ot $S 99 plus tax. Applies only to
campus locations. AH campus specials are valid only to campus
locations please. Not vak) with any other otter. Prices subject to
change. Prices do not include tax

ADD ONS

Buffalo Wings - $3.69
10 pieces. S p i c y o r Barbeque

Twisty Bread - $1.69
includes Dipping Sauce

TWo Liter Coke - $1.69
Classic or Diet
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The Choice is ClearI

324-7666
Heckle/Herlong
324-3111
E.White St.

OPEN DAILY at 11:30 am
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International students'
opinions of W.U. vary
BY KAREN N. MTTCHELL
LIVING WRITER

One hundred fifty of the
students at Winthrop University have left their hometowns
in Nigeria,
Pakistan,
Romania, France, Spain, England and other European
countries to come to Winthrop
University.
The exchange students
are of all class standings, including the graduate level.
They are mostly business majors.
"I wanted to go to the
United States to get a diploma," graduate student
Berta Roca said. "The U.S. is
a good place to learn about
business and to improve my
English."
Roca is from Barcelona,
Spain. She came to the U.S. in
August of 1992 for her senior
year of college.
Roca decided to stay at
Winthrcp to get her masters'
in business administration.
She had been studying marketing at Esmai, a private
school in France.
"I came to Winthrop because my French school had
some contacts with this university," a senior from South
France, who chose to remain
anonymous, said. "I think that
it is a very good experience
because I have learned many
things at Winthrop."
"I just randomly picked a

place,"
Senior
Erik
Johannisson said. "I wrote
twenty schools and Winthrop
had the best response."
Packages about Winthrop
University are sent off to other
countries, Matt Honeycutt,
graduate assistant to the National Student Exchange Program, said.
"The students have arranged the exchange through
their school, but they pay
Winthrop's tuition," Honeycutt
said. "Winthrop then has an
orientation program for international students that takes
place before classes start."
The university also sponsors International Week to
welcome exchange students
and to get feedback from the
students about what they feel
Winthrop needs to do to better
accomodate international students.
"I don't think Winthrop
helps us out at all,"
Johannisson said. "They don't
have much understanding
about our culture and they don't
have enough outlets for partying."
Thefinance major also said
advisement could be better.
"They didn't tell me I could
transfer credits from home, so
I was taking courses at Winthrop that I didn't have to
take."
This year International
Week takes place Nov. 12-18.
The exchange students had

mixed views about the United
States, the university and the
Rock Hill area.
"America is a very nice
place to visit, but I am not very
satisfied about my studies," the
anonymous South France student said. "Studies in America
have a lower level than in Europe."
"I like Winthrop's education program a lot," Roca said.
"I don't know if I can compare
it to European schools, but I
have learned a lot here and I
think it will be helpful."
The students generally
agreed that while Rock Hill is
not all they expected, the people
are pleasant
"I would not come back to
Winthrop because it's too
small," Johannisson said.
"There's nothing to do in Rock
Hill, and everybody goes home
on the weekends."
The Stockholm native also
said that while peoplehere are
friendlier than he expected,
many ofthe students are afraid
because they think international students are not like
everybody else.
"A lot of these students
have never left Rock Hill, so
they are not used to different
cultures and they think we're
different," Johann'sson said.
Roca had another method
to describe Rock Hill and the
U.S. in general.
"Sometimes you imagine
the United States as a movie,"

PHOTO BY CHARLES DIXON

Junior business major Mlna AU and her mother Mei Un
relax In front of Tillman on Sur
inday. She Is an exchange
student from China.
she said. "But it is not like a U.SA.? Most American people
movie, it is a different place. I do not know Rock Hill. Why?
like it here, and I like the Because it is withdrawn," the
people. But it is another kind business and management
of movie."
major said. "I don't like Rock
The anonymous South Hill because there is nothing to
France student summarized see and nothing to do, but I
the general feeling about the had a good time. Moreover, the
area.
South mentality is very spe"What is Rock Hill in the cial."

Local businesses offer discounts for Winthrop students
BY KAREN N. MTTCHELL
LIVING WRITER

eoplefromacross South
Carolina, the United States and
sometimes the world, come to
Winthrop University for a
higher level of education. Inevitably, Winthrop students
put money into the economy of
Rock Hill.
But what do Rock Hill businesses have to offer students
for their business? And are the
student discounts offered
around town enough?
•There are not enough student discounts," freshman
Susan George said. "Rock Hill
would be better off economically if businesses gave more
discounts."
Sophomore Esme Carter
agreed. The history major said
she would buy more goods from
stores and patronize more businesses ifthey offered more discounts.
"It's discouraging to me as
tu .ent of Winthrop UniverCarter said. 1 got a dislt in Texas at a theme park,
jtball game and at a resant for being a student altn, gh I wasn't even at my
ov "hooL"
\ the sophomore also
pe has been able to get
. . ts at Penny's and the

" B y offering a student discount, businesses are inducing the student to spend
more money."
- Esme Carter, history major
Express Jiffy Lube on Cherry
Road.

when students ask for it and
show their I.D."
"We get a fair amount of
student business," Baker said.
Baker said he used to advertise in The Johnsonian, but
he stopped. He also said if a
student doesn't ask for the discount at College Cycles, he
won't get it.
There are a few businesses
that offer special discounts catering to students and faculty.
The Riverview Medical
Clinic on Celanese Road has a
20 percent student discount
Revco at the Commons has a
10 percent discount on most of
its products every Wednesday
for both faculty and students.
Rico's Pizza delivers for
free to only on-campus students, and Hardees will gi/e
any Winthrop student a free
iced tea.
"My friends and I go to
Revco on Wednesdays because
they give a 10 percent discount," freshman Amy E.
Brown said. "If more businesses gave discounts, then I
would patronize their businesses more."
Some students feel discounts are not what they are
intended to be.
"By offering a student discount businesses are inducing
the student to spend more

store owner of the Chairman first two weeks of school and a
Barber Stylists, said. "We get 15 percent discount througha lot of student business so we out the rest of the semester.
a 10 percent discount to Win- try to give them a break."
Smith is a part-time threethrop students with their I.D.
Chairman Barber Stylists dimensional art and design
card.
takes $1 off its prices for stu- professor atWinthrop who acts
Contrary to popular belief, dents.
in the student interest.
several businesses in Rock Hill
"We've only had a couple of
"I am veiy fair in my classdo offer discounts to students. students come through here," room about telling students
These businesses include Col- stylist Rick Hinson at the Body about all of the places they can
lege Cycles Bike Shop, the Networks Spa on Oakland said. buy art supplies, such as MarBurch Motor Clinic Inc., "But we offer a 20 percent dis- tin's, Binders and Wal-Mart,"
Chairman Barber Stylists, count to Winthrop students all Smith said. "Where the stuBody Network Day Spa, of the time."
dents shop does notaffecttheir
Oakland
Art
Supply,
Hinson said the spa will be grade."
Martinizing Drycleaning, advertising discount packages
In other discount news, PicRevco at the Commons, and for students in the future. The A-Flick rents movies on TuesSteak-n-Hoagie.
Body Networks Spa offers day night for half-off to college
"We give a 10 percent dis- therapeutic
massages,
count on hair cuts only," Rich reflexology, full body waxing, students.
Some discounts are not
Couch, half-owner of the facials, manicures, cuts and widely publicized, and students
Lawrence Richard Salons, said. other body treatments.
often are unaware that the
"A lot of students come here
Oakland Art Supply owner stores theyfrequentoffer deals
and take advantage of the dis- Paula Smith said, "Everything especially for students.
count, but I think more stu- in the store is discounted, but
Robert Baker, manager of
dents should utilize our ser- the discount takes place at the College Cy tics Bike Shop, said,
vices."
register."
"We offer a five percent dis"It helps to give the sta^ • - v Smith giyeo studeate-a 26 •• count on accessories like tires,.
dents a break," John Hall, tityli:'percent - tfwceunVdurmgtVe tubes, helmets and clothing PLEASE SEE DISCOUNTS, PAGE 13
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Health Update
The Faculty a n d Staff
Wellness P r o g r a m announces this year's first
"Healthy Hour" presentation f o r all faculty a n d staff.
J e n n i f e r Vickery f r o m
DHEC Catawba District
will p r e s e n t 'Wellness in
the 90s."
Nov. 15
12:15 p.m.
P e a b o d y Gym Lounge

PHOTO BY CHARLES DIXON
Senior Victor Hill and junior John Rlckenbacker shop at Martin Art and Frame shop, who
offers a 10 percent discount to students.

DISCOUNTS

CONTINUED FROM PACE 1 2

money," history major Esme
Carter said.
T h e system is taking advantage of me," sophomore
Tyler Miller said.
Miller also said businesses
are trying to con students into
thinking capitalism works.

"Complementary items are
raised to a higher price, making the sum total of goods the
same price that they always
were," Miller said.
Many Rock Hill businesses
do offer student discounts. In
order to get these discounts,

Winthrop students cannot be
afraid to ask for them and must
be ready to flash their student
I.D.
Students must take the
initiative and, using the words
ofTyler Miller, "Let the liberation begin."

Winthrop's only woman president
leader, role model for women
Unfolding
the Past...
BY JOYCE TISDALE
LIVING WRITER

Winthrop's eighth president was not only Winthrop's
first woman president. She
was also the first woman president of a state institution of
higher education in the Carolinas.
Before becoming the president of Winthrop, Dr. Martha
Kime Piper was the former
chancellor of the University of
Houston's Victoria campus.
Piper was one of three finalists for the job when Phil
Lader, Winthrop's seventh
president, announced his resignation.
Piper had some knowledge
of Winthrop and the Rock Hill
community before becoming
president.
Her grandmother worked
at Winthrop as ahouse mother
at during the administration
of D.B. Johnson, Winthrop's
bunder and first president.

The Steak

Her mother graduated in the
class of 1917 and her sister
graduated in the class of 1949.
Piper chose not to follow in
her mother and sister's footsteps. Instead, she went to her
father's alma mater, the University of Texas.
Piper earned her Ph.D. in
science education from the
University of Texas, Austin;
an M.S. from the University of
Kansas; and a 3.A. degree in
historyfromElmhurst College,
Elmhurst, 111.
Piper was inaugurated as
the eighth president during the
week of Nov. 10-15,1986.
The events that took placc
during that week included a
Winthrop chorale concert,
prayer service in the Little
Chapel, the inauguration and
a reception following the cer
emony. A play also took plact
in honor of inaugural week.
Richard Riley was the keynote
speaker at the inauguration.
As president, Piper's goals

N Hoagie Shop

IUBUJ

2 0 % Off STEAKS HOAGE
I

With this coupon
Expires 11/16/94

Open 7 Days.

324-3000
760 CHERRY ROAD

Located across from
the Commons

10% off with
student I.D.
Not valid with
any other offer
CV S o *

Tv'i
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included reaching out to nontraditional students, leading
liberal arts with career education and being accountable to
the public.
After one year as president,
one of Piper's main goals for
the year was to establish an
open-door policy with students,
faculty and the public.
Piper made use ofher opendoorpolicyduringfinalsin 1987

B r i n g a b a g lunch.
D r i n k s a n d snacks will b e
provided.
For more information, call Barbara Mitchell at 2123.
when a group of students
dropped by late one evening at
her house. Although she was
not prepared for the visit, Piper
invited them into her home
anyway.
In February 1988, Piper
washonored for her leadership
role on the local and state levels since assuming the presidency ofWinthrop in 1986. She
was named Career Woman of
the Year for South Carolina by
the state chapter of Business
and Professional Women.
Two months after being
named Career Woman of the
Year, Piper died at Presbyterian Hospital in Charlotte, N.C.

MINORS
t h a t can
make a
MAJOR
difference
in y o u r
career

after a year-long battle with
cancer.
Before her death, Piperhad
plans for the development of
the academic program, the recruitment of students and update of the physical plant.
While assuming her position as president, Piper's major accomplishments included
establishing the School of Visual and Performing Arts, campus beautification and renovation of historic buildings.
This is the fourth story in a
series about the history ofWinthrop University.

New Business Administration Minor
Introduction to Microcomputer Applications - CSCI105
Introduction to Business - BADM 105
Principles of Accounting I - ACCT 201
Two of the following :
Principles of Management - MGMT 321
Principles of Marketing - MKTG 331
Principles of Finance- FINC 311
Two of the following, one of which must be above 299:
Principles of Accounting II - ACCT 202
Introduction to Computer Science - CSCI 207
Principles of Macroeconomics - ECON 201
Principles of Microeconomics - ECON 202
Introduction to Health Administration - HLAD 200
Applied Statistics I - QMTH 205
Any courses above 299 in ACCT, BADM. ECON, FINC. HLAD.

MGMT. or MKTG.

The School of Business Administration also
offers the following minor programs:
For m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n ,
c o n t a c t Gay Randolph
in 217 T h u r m o n d ( 2 1 8 b )
or talk to y o u r a d v i s o r .

Accounting
Computer Science
Economics
. . Health. Admioistraiton

| .iich

Snap
Shot

Students learn directing talent
BY PAT BURROWS
STAFF WRITER

One of the favorite
projects available at the Theatre Department is the opportunity students have to
direct their own plays.
Any student, regardless
of year or major, may submit
a project proposal to the Theatre Department asking permission to produce and direct
a play.
Granted, the Theatre Department faculty have the
right to say yes or no and to
stipulate conditions to any
proposed production. The

chances ofafirst-semester freshman getting permission to produce a play are very slim.
The Theatre Department
does offer special classes for
those interested in directing. All
performing arts majors are required to take Directing 1. After that they have the option of
either taking Acting 3 or Directing 2.
Directing 2 is the class
where the students have the
opportunity to direct their own
play for the One-Act Play Festival.
The studentshave complete
freedom to choose their own
plays. As Blair Beasley, associ-

ate professor of theatre and
dance , said, "Part of what directing is all about is liking the
play you are directing."
Students can write a play of
their own for Directing 2. The
facility of the Theatre Department gets to read the script first
to decide if the play is good
enough to run.
Students who are not in the
class may submit project proposals to direct a play that tiiey
have written. Again, though,
the Theatre Departmenthasthe
final word.
Currently there is no specific playwriting major or concentration, although one is in

the works. Mark Powers,
chairman of the Theatre Department, is working on it
within the Theatre and English departments.
"One of the main reasons
I came to [Winthrop] was to
more or less build my own
major," says freshman Dan
Kelly on the proposed
playwriting project.
Pseudo-project proposal
forms are available in the Theatre and Dance office for interested students to fill out
and submit to Powers.
All plays in the One-Act
play festival willwill be directedby the Directing2 class.

Animated fun
A full-length animated
film by renown independent
film maker Faith Hubley will
be shown Monday, Nov. 14.
Hubley andher husband
have had their own indepen
dent animation studio since
1955. Her films have won
three Academy Awards.
The film to be shown
"The Cosmic Eye," is a compilation piece. It will combine different animation to
focus on our common cultural
and social past.
The film will run in
Kinard 018 at 7 p.m. This is
a cultural event.

Winthrop student wins honors in N.C. airport contest
ting, and they'll give awards.
Bertmaring's college experience has been quite different from the typical Winthrop
Mary Bertmaring, a Winstudent. Bertmaring is 42
throp ceramics major, recently
years old, and has a husband
won first place in a design
and two kids. Between the
competition sponsored by the
recent competition, classes
Charlotte-Douglas Airport.
and her family, Bertmaring
The Charlotte-Douglas
finds herself busy most of the
Airport, which is undergoing
time.
major renovations, needed
"I have a family and I do
new designs for tree grates in
volunteering at church and
the airport. To find new deschool," Bertmaring said.
signs, the airport accepted tree
"Since 1990, I've been taking
grate designs and judged
two are three classes at a time.
them. Like most people.
I'm looking at almost eight
Bertmaring knew relatively
courses left, [so] Fll probably
little about tree grates.
graduate next December."
"When I entered, I subBertmaring's hard work
mitted three designs,"
has paid off and has won her
Bertmaring said. "I knew
respect from her professors.
nothing about tree grates."
Alfred Ward, Chair of the
Tree grates, which are
Department of Art and Demetal holdings that lie at a
sign said, "She's a very taltree's base and allow water to
ented student all-around in
seep through, proved to be
the art design field."
quite easy for Bertmaring to
Bertmaring said that aldesign.
though it is harder to be a
Yet, at the beginning,
older student, her experience
Bertmaringhad to rework her
at Winthrop has been benefidesigns.
cial to her artistic develop"[At first,] it didn't have
ment.
the specifications of a 5x5
"I couldn't have gotten as
square with a 15 inch space at
far as I have without the eduthe base of the tree,"
FILE PHOTO cation that I've received,"
Bertmaring said. "[But,] I Mary Bertmaring
Bertmaring said. "Every class
didn't change my design. I just
"This award is really impor- that I take opens me up to
will see their design in seven
drew it to specifications."
things I couldn't see before.
Her win proved to be prof- out of 28 grates displayed tant to me," Bertmaring said. This award is icing on the
itable. There were four first- throughout the airport. Each They'll have a installation cer- cake."
emony,
similar
to
a
ribbon-cutplace winners chosen. Each also won a prize of $1500.

BY CARMEN COLEMAN
ARTS WRITER

LOCAL NATIONALLY
RECOGNIZED COMPANY
HASAN EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY IN
CUSTOMER SERVICE.
POSITION STARTS AFTER
THANKSGIVING AND GOES
THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS.
HOURS ARE 4-7 M-F. MUST
BE OUTGOING AND ABLE TO DO SOME LIFTING.
452 LAKESHORE PKWY.
327-5282
"Never a Fee"

Teaser exhibit
Anew exhibit has opened
at the South Carolina State
Museum that will challenge
all of those who think they
are smart.
One puzzle is supposed
to be so difficult the museum
is offering a free family mem
bership to whoever solves it.
Not all of the puzzles are
almost impossible though.
There are opportunities for
the cerebrally challenged.
The event will run
through March 5,1995. It is
located in the Science Principles area. For more info
call (803) 737-4944.

Arts Calendar
Nov.9-Recital,The U.S.
Air Force Band
Locale- Byrnes Auditorium
Time- 8 p.m. Free
Nov. 9- French film,
"Black Girl"
Locale- Kinard Auditorium
Time- 7 p.m. Free
Nov. 10- Lecture, T h e
Suffrage Movement in S.C."
Dr. Constance Myers
Locale- Dacus 18
Time-2 p.m. Free

Buy One Regular Sonic"]
Burger Get One FREE |

SONIC i

America's Drive-(n
I
1643 CELANESE RD.
I
ROCK HILL, SC • 325-7838 I
J^jNot Valid With Any Other Offer' Expires 11/23/94

Winthrop Students
Faculty and Staff
receive 15% discount
on any menu item
w/ valid LD.
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HOROSCOPES
College Horoscopes by Linda Black
Scorpio (Oct. 24- Nov. 21). Expect trouble from someone who's on a
different wavelength, especially
Wednesday and Thursday. Romance
blossoms on Friday and Saturday, with
a snuggly, compliant type. Don't take
advantage. A task that must be done on
Sunday could be annoying. Avoid venting your frustration on a casual bystander.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21).
Wednesday and Thursday are good for
studying complicated material. Yes,
you may actually have to do the reading,
but it will be worth the effort. Youll
have more fun if you entertain at home
on Friday and Saturday. Have rowdy
fun with an enthusiasticfriendSunday.
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 19). Get
your personal finances in order Wednesday and Thursday. That will prepare
you to buy something you want. Study
by watching, if possible, on Friday and
Saturday. Even plays and other entertainment could be very educational.
Don't take a roommate's outburst too
seriously on Sunday. Suggest arematch.
Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18). By
Wednesday you'll feel better, even
though you'll still have to deal with a
demanding professor. Around Friday,
you may realize you're a little short on
cash. Attempt to sell something you
don't want to a person you don't like, at
a profit. An athletic workout, especially
on Sunday, would greatly increase your
self-confidence.
Pisces (Feb. 19- March 20).
Wednesday and Thursday could be
tough, due to a difficult assignment.
Make sure you cite all your sources!
Friday, the pressure eases and love blossoms. You should feel great through
Saturday. You may find your income
doesn't quite match your outgo on Sunday. Extra work's the answer.
Aries (March 21-April 19). A club
meeting could produce wonderful ideas
Wednesday and Thursday, but they may
also be too expensive. Don't gb into debt
trying to look good. There.is going to be
a test on Friday, so be prepared. Finish
. something vou promised to do on Satur-

day Sunday.
Taurus (April 20- May 20). Youll
appreciate assistance Wednesday and
Thursday. A cold intellectual could be
making your life miserable. Do your
research thoroughly, and you'll be fine.
Plan to get away as soon as possible
Friday, and spend Saturday with congenial friends. You can cram for the test on
Sunday night.
Gemini (May 21-June21).Wednesday and Thursday would be lovely for
traveling with friends. If there's no trip
scheduled, perhaps you could arrange
one for after classes. You'll probably
learn a lot. Friday and Saturday, however, you'll have to comply with an authority figure's wishes. Do more than is
required, so you won't feel guilty if you
play all day Sunday.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Wednesday and Thursday, expect to justify eveiy
penny. You may qualify for a loan or
scholarship, although applying is timeconsuming. Friday and Saturday, your
intuition is reliable, so play a hunch.
Your luck in love is also excellent those
days. If you get talked into a strenuous
outing Sunday, don't complain. ItH be
good for you.
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22). A technician may question your judgment on
Wednesday or Thursday. Together you
may build something that will actually
fly. Remember, it really is the thought
that counts, so don't go into debt Friday
or Saturday. Get out for somefreshair on
Sunday with an athletic buddy, and youll
both have a fabulous time.
Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22). Wednesday and Thursday, concentrate on a horrendous technical task, even if it means
an all-nighter. You can sleep later. Thursday night through Saturday should be
easy. Sunday, if there's not enough money
to pay bills and go shopping, sell a service
you can provide.
Libra (Sept. 23- Oct. 23). You'll be
in thq mood for flirtatious banter Wednesday and Thursday. Friday and Saturday
are workdays, unfortunately. Don't complain, you'll make the job take longer. An
infuriating person may arouse your in-

Crossword 101
As a General Rule "
1
5
9
13
14
15
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
27
28
31
32
33
34
37

Sightseeing trip
Praise
Actress a.g.
Sole
Martini and
Scrabble piece
Soap open
Notre Dame's Parseghlan
French giri
Marking posts
Poor grades
Ernie's friend
Accelerates
Trig function
Allow
Serenity
Prohibits
Polynesian dance
Janet Reno
Bambl for one

38 Double curve
39 Choice

40
41
42
43
44
45
48
49
52
55
56
57
58
59
60
1
2
3
4
5

Sea eagle
General Bradley
Stockholm residents
Norse god
Actress Verdon
Singer Frankie
Actress Charlotte &
famiy
Dallas Univ.
Universal!/ held Ideas
Sicllan volcano
Potato:Siang
gin fizz
Shortly
French summers
Congressmen

DOWN

Caesar's gown
Unique thing
Arm bone
Bread type
Slouches
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31
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40
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43
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44

47

®y Gerr> Frey
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27 Speaker

I
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Stories
Started
Ms. Keller
Designate
Just discovered

30

"

49

34

37
60

41
42
43
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51
53

Aroma
Curse
New York city
Stares
Ripens
Reject a bU
Year Latin
Ceremony
Lone
Follows "L"
Employs
Earthly Une:Abr.

54 Neighbor of Syr.

Quotable Quote

" The hardest thing In life
Is to team which bridge to
cross and which to burn.*
David Russell

O 1994 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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3,

4t

28 Gruesome
29 Cheer

12

33

41

Tennis world's Arthur
Servicemen's org.
Distribute
Walking stick
Yugoslavia's Marshall
Mr.Aida
Bro&sia
Chest sounds
Canere.g.
Cremation sita
Room styte
Drunken spree
Garden tool
An apostle

26 Devoured

11

11

1"
1"
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
2 bedroom townhouses,
1 1/2 baths, fullyequipped kitchen, swimming pool and on-site
laundry room. $425 /
month; water, cable and
TV included. Located at
Foxfire Apartments on
EbenezerRoad. Call3664000 for information.
Room for rent
Large, unfurnished
rooms within walking
distance of Winthrop.
$225/month, $100 deposit. Non-smokers
only. 324-2203. Leave
HOUSES FOR RENT
215 Stewart Ave., near
Winthrop, 3 bedrooms,
1 bath, remodeled, exterior to be remodeled,
stove andrefrigerator,
$400 mo., $400 dep.

November 9,1994

HAVEN'T A CLUE

HELP WANTED
Wanted: 100 people
to
Lose
10-29
pounds in the Next
30 Days.* 100% guaranteed. *Eat the food
you love. • Control
your appetite. "Lose
inches & cellulite.
•Gain energy.
Call 324-5851.
Do you like to be creative?
Do you like working
with the public?
Do you want a job with
flexible hours?
If you answered yes to
all three questions
then First
Impressions is the job you
have been looking for.
Apply in person. Located at the Outlet
Market Place next to
Hamrick's (Carowinds
Exit).

319-1/2 N. Confederate, 1 bedroom, nice
deck, stove and refrigSERVICES
erator, $260mo., $260
dep.
Word Processing w/
laser
printer.
Call 366-9858.
Resum6 $15; RePlanning a party? ports $2/typed page.
Need a DJay? If so, 24-hour service in
nix. Tt aster
most cases. 10 min.
Djaylntj Services
from Winthrop.
is very affordable. All
Accutype
327the latest hits, Top
40, R&B, Hip Hop,
Country , Dance, or
Call 323-3419 to
whatever you want
place your
to hear.
classified or
Call 323-4388.
display ad in The
Johnsonian today.

EARLY REGISTRATION
STARTS THURSDAY, NOV. 10
AND LASTS UNTIL NOV. 17.
CHECK THE SCHEDULE
BULLETIN TO SEE WHAT TIME
YOU REGISTER.

Free Browsing
M-F 8-7
E. Main &
Sat. 8-6
Hampton
Sun. 1-6
(Downtown)

327-2874

Larg$stLJbmyotlnfonnMk)nlnU.S.

» mkw

Order Catalog Tod^nSth^sa/MC or COO

Or. rush $2.00 to: Bwwrtii Iwlmwlw
11322Idaho Ave., #206A Los Angelas, CA 90025

Winthrop Physical Education
Special couraaal - Special times!
F M Courses:
Outdoor Ed.; Hiking. Backpacking * RmMn? ( PH ED 206, 1 hr.)
Jan 12 & 16, March 23,- 25

Waf r SifttY Initructlon (PHED 225. 2 hr.)

6:30-9:15 pm - Jan. 11 &Q MWs in March/April
Bcuba Dhrina (PHED 226, 1 hr.)
6:30-6:30 pm - 6 Mon. awnings + trip to FU
Adwntura WarfahM * P.I.U.I ArHvm.. ( PH EO 272, 1 hr.)
5-6:15 pm - Jan. 12, & 16 TRs In Fab.- April

Uarn Fun Skills For Now and Later:

Btfllnntr'i. Intsrmsdlsta and Advance TPMMIB
p
ona masting in Jan. than mid February. Check butotin tbna & day

Improva fltnaaa and paraonal akllla

MARTIAL ARTS (**• course), AEROBIC WALKING . AEROBIC
VOLLEYBALL or INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL 1(all 1 hr. courses)
Check bulistin for times « ^ days

Taka a coursa you hopa you navar naad but know you do!
- nnt Aid ind Cirtto-pulrmfflirY

RfUWlftlonfCPR) (2 hr.) - Chack butotin for tlmaa and days.

Somathlng fun ft uaaful - PHED or HLTH theory :

Wataht Control P i t A
(2 hr.-PHED 320), Coaehlna
VgllfVblll (1 hr. -PHED 502) Athlatlc Injuria. (3 his.- PHED
561 IParaonal/CnmmunBy
(3 hrs.- HLTH 300), Subatanca
<3 hrs.-HLTH 501), Human Saimalltw (3 hrs.- HLTH 506).

Featuring Live Music by:
;:g|Hhtaen from Borneo 11/10
Megaphonics 11/11
Purple Schoolbus 11/12

AR SALOON
$ilver Dollar AND Matey
Memberships honored. Jffew
memberships available at the
door!

Open 7 days
2 p.m. until
Six pool tables
Drink specials

Silver Dollar Saloon
1037 Camden Ave.
(Behind McDonald's)
324-7557

